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Establishing the requirements is as important as solving for them. The main emphasis of

today's design research is in producing tools that aid in problem solving, and rarely so in

establishing the problem. Consequently, clarification of the task. as this activity is tenned by

the systematic design research community, is the most ill-defmed of all design activities. The

long-term goal of the project reported in this paper is to support designers in producing design

requirements more reliably than presently possible. Central to this is an understanding of what

is meant by a design problem. what the usual problem-types are, and possible mechanisms by

which these problems are identified. In this paper, a definition of a design problem i.

proposed (in terms of a transformation between the expected course of history without the

design and the desired course brought about by the design), a number of possible problem-

types and their probable identification-mechanisms are illustrated, a number of possible design-

aids have been proposed, and issues that need be resolved to develop these are discussed.

MOTIVATIONS, BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THE PAPER

t
~
~

Requirements identification is a central issue throughout the design process. Designing begins

with a discontent. This could be a dissatisfaction about the way certain things work presendy,

thereby a wish to change this for the better. Alternatively, this could be satisfaction about tbo~

way things presently are, and a wish to preserve this by restricting the tendencies leading 10
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. their change [Gasparw, 1992]. Humans act based on " value system. There are various

factors which contribute to producing the value system through which a given situation is

perceived as unacceptable [see Praxiology in design, esp, Gasparski, 1992, for details]. There

are other belief factors which decide what is achievable as an acceptable situation lsee Vincenti,

1990; Laudan, 1984].

Given that a discontent exists (for whatever reasons), one must clarify what it means in

terms of requirements or task. This process of clarification and establishment of requirements,

though principally done at the beginning of the design process, spans over the entire design

activity, and has feedbacks from more detailed stages leading to modification of the

requirements. What underlies this process is the process of idenJlflcQlion of problems (with the

existing situation, product, methods etc.), which leads to the establishment of requirements as

a task of circumventing or solving the p:ob1em.

The problem identification, therefore, is as essential as problem solving. However, the

main thrust of present design research, with few uceptions [Iwata &.Onosato, 1989], is in

producing tools and techniques that aid in problem solving, rather than establishing the

problem. Consequences include: (i) ad hoc attempts to produce design requirements which

might have little or no clear relationship with the hip level requirements from which they

should have ensued in the fmt place- one consequence of this is the danger of solving non-

. problems; (n) a skewed view of the design process, giving the impresaion that if 'somehow' a

design problem could be established, the rest of the design is 'merely' a problem-solving
activity.

Problem identificationprocess is ill-deemed,and, as will be argued in this paper, is
hard. It is thereforean importantpart of designre8Clln:bto developtools and techniquesto aid

Ws process. Central to this is an understandingof what is me&Iltby dcaignproblems,and of
possible mechanisms by which these are identified, In this paper, a defmition of a design

problemis proposed; this is defined as a transformationbetween (i) the changCJexpectedin a

Jiven environmentwithout the desired dcaign, and (ii) the changes desired to take place with
the introductionof the desired design. Followinl this, a number of problem-types and their
possible identifIcation mechanisms are pro~d and illlllt(atCd; these are: (i) action

identification problems, (ii) transformation probl~, (ill) iolplcwcntaUon problems, (iv)

functionalproblems, (v) side-effectsand additionalproblems, (vi) Analogousproblems, and

(vii)mistakes. Finally, possible suppona for prob~m i49P~ * proposed, and issues
arediscussedwhichneed to be resolved,IIIa pre-requisik;to this.

DESIGN PROBLEM AND ITS CLARIFICATION

WhAt is a design problem? Before we describe thi~ wCl.ACedto define a set of concepts that

,would be used in the followU1&discussion. Thc8c arei
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Object: (mental models of) a physical thing; these could be described in terms of a set of

attributes, or lower-level objects and their relationships. In fil.la, there are two objects: a
support,and a abstractobjectground(whichis immovable).

Parameter: attributes suchas colour, density, shape,velocity,etc., used to describe (thestate

of) things. In fig. I, for instance, the support could be described as a horizontal plane of finite
dimensions.

Relationship: describes relationships between objects, such as the spatial relationships between

various members of a design. In fig. I&, there is a fixed-connection between the two objects,

which implies that they can only move together.

1
(

Situation: a set of objects, relationships, and (potential or active) processes with unique values

of their parameters. For the case in fig. I a and Ib, this includes the objects, their relationships,

and equilibrium as the active process as a result of a balance between the weight of the support

and the reaction to this fm:e from the ground (see situation-I in fig. Ie).

Processes: those which change a situation: could be described in terms of the action, input

situation(s), and output situation(s); for instance, if an unbalanced force acts on an object, the

object's state of velocity changes.

Ii
dl"
.
.
.1n
Ii,

Action: changes introduced into a situation; this could be in terms 'of changes in the objects

(including the introduction of new objects), or changing relationships between objects. H a
block is introduced into the above situation such that a touch-connection is established between

the support and the block (see fig.lb), this action will activate the weight (gravity process) to

act on the support, leading to the activation of reaction process as a consequence; these two

fon:es then activate the process of equilibrium, thereby allowing the situation to be as in fig. 1b

with the three objects, their two relationships with the whole system as static.

Scenario: An ordered set of situations. Fig.lc describes the scenario for transition from
situation-I (in fig.la) to situation-2(in fig.lb).

Essentially, a designer has a mental model of what the present situation is, and how thiI

would change (including the scenario where the situation does nOl chanle), given a set of

assumed actions. One could call this the otherwise-expected scenario (the scenario without the

design). The designer also has a picture of a desired situation or situations, which may or may

not be the initial situation of the otherwise-expected scenario, but certainly is not the final

situation in the otherwise-expected scenario. Let us call the scenario, initially defined as the

transition between the initial situation (same as that of the otherwise~xpected scenario) and the

desired situation, as the desired scenario. A design problem is defined here as the

transformation between these two scenarios, see fig.2. The outcome of the desian process is a
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i-body of information, possibly validated through cxpcrlmcnta, which can be used to de8cribc

the actions, objects and relationships, involved in the desired scenario, in sufficient dearee of

detail so as to warrant (i.e., justify and enable) the later pI'OCCSICIsuch as manufacturlnl to

take place. Clarification involves processes by whk:h one could (i) identify the situationa in !be

desired scenario as well as in the otherwi.sc-cxpcctcd scenario, and (2) identify and specify the

actions involved, for a design problem. Let us take the example of the desip of I means by

.

fixcd-connection

" support
w/#/Q# #/Q/Q#/// 4/## //H'/n.

ground

fig. II SitUaUon-l

support

frame

Situation-l

n

.

---~L=
fia.lb SitUation-2

support
weipt

n:.w;doo

I
I ttansition

+
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Situation-2

fil.lc Scc1wioasa ~ from"~J;iOIWI to2
Fil.! An example for 1Ction., situation. and accnari06
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which unwanted people could be prevented from entering a specified area. what is meant by

"entering", or "unwanted" people? One immediately begins 10see that these need clarification,

and often specification. If the "specified area" is a piece of land as part of a largCl'land mass,

the immediate mode of action for "entering" ~ms 10 be walking or running. In such a elSe,

walking and running could be taken as clarification of the action of "entering". However, if a

wall is used 10prevent "entering" by walking, these "unwanted" people might aspire 10 "enter"

by climbing the wall! In the context of the wall solution, then, "entering" might have 10 be

clarified as using the actions of walkin&, running as well as climbing. Thus, cIarification of the

requirements involves understanding or defining high level requirements (such as "entering")

in tenDS of lower-level requirements (such as walking, climbing, etc.), in the context of given

situations (in this case, where a specified area, a wall and certain relationships between them

are involved), and this is sometimes impossible without the assumption, or the context, of

specific solutions.

PROPOSED PROCESSES OF PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

What are the possible ways by which design problems are identified? In order to explore them,

let us follow through a possible scenario that a designer might have to go through even before

he can start considerina the possibility of dcaipina a bottle-opener such as a cork-screw. The

design problem may be initially defined in terms of the desired scenario shown in fig.3. The

goal is to transfer wine from the bottle to another container (which could be one's mouth). The

initial situation could be defined in terms of the initial state of the bott1e (say a wine bott1ewith

cork) and its surroundina: the objects are the bottle, cork, wine, table and around The bottle

has different functional surfaces such as bottom, neck (outside and inside), etc.; the other

objects could be defined similarly. The bottle is connected via the inside of its neck to the

(cylindrical) outside surface of the cork; the connection is a friction connection. Similarly, the 'j
table is connected (i) to the bottom of the bottle via touch connection, and (ii) to the ground via j

touch connection at its legs. The potential or active physical processes include friction, gravity,!

reaction,equilibrium,etc., and it is possible10producea graphshowingtheprocessesII I
work. For instance, at the cork-bottle interface, the weight of the cork is counteracted by

friction, producing equilibrium, thereby leaving the cork without motion. In order to define tho

desired situation, we have to define the modes of action by which to transfer wine; this then

brings us into asking what change this action would bring into the present situation. H tho

actions are assumed 10 be first "bringinJ the bott1e above the container" and then "turnina tho

bottle 1IOUIId",and we concentrate on the lancr action, we find that wine does not come out ol

the bottle; we thus want to devise a means which, when acted 011the initial situation, would

bring it to a state where the above action would allow for wine to come out of the bottle. AI

one might have noticed, the requirements have already begun to be clarified in the above case.

The process involves comparing the desired scenario with the present scenario.
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The process of this comparison, however, is difficult Firstly, the desired scenario is at

most only incompletely known in terms of its objects and their relationships (particularly the

design and how it relates to the rest of the situation, which we might call the context). Further,

the actions intended to use the design in the context, and other actions such as "turning the

bottle around" arc design decisions and therefore assumptions., Similarly, the otherwise-

expected scenario also is at most incompletely defined, although less so than the desired
I

scenario. I

As we have seen above, figuring out possible actions, other than the ones a designer

has started with, can sometimes be making assumptions. Another possible way is what was

described in the problem discussed before regarding the clarification of the modes of

"entering", by "unwanted people" into a specified area. It is interesting tQ note that although

one could easily clarify the simplest modes of "entering" as walking and running (which might

be the result of the knowledge of the existing modes of entering used in the given ~), the

modes such as "climbing over the wall", or "malting holes in the wall" could come only in the

context of a wall as the initial solution. In other words, without the assumption of a solution,

some modes of action may not be visualiscd at all. These problems arc tcnncd here collectively

as action identification problem, and is summariscd below:

ActioN ideNtificatioN problem: Involves figuring out possible modes of action within the

scenarios other than the given ones. Some of these involve malting assumptions necessitatinl

validation at later stages, while others can be conceived only in context of specifu: solutions.

As far as the above wine-flow problem is concerned, we arc at a situation where wine flow ia

desired, and wine non-flow is the othcrwise-expectcd scenario, given the assumption about the

mode of action mentioned before. The next question to ask is perhaps what contributes to the

non-flow. As flow requires non-equilibrlum, and non-flow implies equilibrium, our desired

state requires unbalanced forces on the fluid. What, then, are the forces, at present,

contributing to the equilibium? Can any of these be changed? These questions may lead to the

understanding that the forces restricting arc friction between, and structural containment by, the

cork and the boule; this in turn could lead to lower-level requirements: such as finding means

for breaking (pans of) the bottle, breaking/penetrating the cork, or separating ~ cork from the

bottle (overcoming friction)... This mode of requirements identification is tcnned here u

transformation problem, and summariscd below:

.E8cb such UIUIIIption immedialcly JeIU'icU die kiDdI of IOludoIII which could now be COIIIidcred. For
inIIIDI:c.die ICIioo of turnina Ibe boaIe II'OUIIdraIric:ts Ibe possibility of COIIIidcringbRaking the boulc afla'
IOlidifyiJIIdIe wine, w1leR8ft&7181dnglbeIDIid-wine out belen beaUna it m Ibe iniIiallll8te. AIIhougb tbia
aollllioa iI DOt. viable one,lheIC "",'m~ do DOtnec:euarily reaIria oaIy Ibe --viable onea.
.. One cou1d go 10 . J1i&ber level of abI8nIction and consider Ibe problem lilte IbiJ. 'I1Ic de8inId 8CCIIIrio ia 10

estabIiIb . COIIIICCIioobetweea wine and OUIIidc,while die ~ IICCII8rioia that IheIC lie now
IIepIII'IIied from each ocher by the cork and die boule. '"- looking at Ibe poISib1e ways of removina tbia
seperatioo, one could tbinIt of dIRe principlea: (i) remOvina (part of) die boUle. (ii) removing part of the an.
01' (ill) rernoviJI& die interface belWeea cork and boUle. This, 1heo cou1d follow into die details described above.
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TransjormIJllolIproblem: involvc. comparinl thc deaircd with thc other-wile cxpcclCd
. ICCD8rio,and idcnlifyinl thc rcaaon. wlUchmiaht havc led to die undcaircd,and whosechanle

wouldbring about the desiredscenario.

Now, assuming that thc designer has decided to removc the cork from the bottle, that

this means ovc:n:oming friction between the bottJc-ncck and the cork by cither (i) adding extra

forcc to thc already existing gravity in tcrmI of the wcight of thc cork and winc-mus

combined, or (ii) reducing the friction by IOIDCmeans. Considcrin& the rmt option II an

example, the designer might look for way. by which this could be done. This can be at

VuiOUI levcls, from the conceptual phaac to the detailed .tales where problems such II

manufacturability is examined. This is what is ICI1Dcdan implcmcntation problem here, and is
summariscd below:

Implemenlalioll problem: involvcs finding and dcIailinl the potentiallOlutions (in this case,

bow do you increase fm:e?).

Desiancra often generate potential aolution. which soIvc only pan of the function; this

partial solution is then modelled and siwnlaMcjmentally, computa1iooaUy 01'physically, aaainat

the full functional apccirlCatioo available at !hat It8p, wbcrcby it is cbcckcd wbctla 01'DOtthe

design is functionally satisfactory. Detection of these problema in a dcaian is tcnncd bcrc II

functioMl problenu.

Four poaaib1esolution. to the problem of dcaigninJ a means fOl'ovawmmg friction

bctwccnthe bottlo-ncckand thecut arc the use01:(I)a h~ force frominIidc,

(ii) a hydrauliclpncumaticfm:e from outaidc, (ill) a mechanical forco from iaWdc,or (iv) a

mccbanica1forocfromoutside. Suppoainl that incrcuinl pn:aaureiaWdcthe boule is takenII
thc solution, two of its side effects miJbt be &batthe (i) cork ahootaoff, or (ll) the bottle

breaks, causing probable injurlca. This could lead to problem idcnd&atioA of two kinds: (i)
discardinl this possibility at the hiaher level, or (ll) takiq this II the new low-level
m{uircmcnt. leadini liDthe re-dcfinltioo of die ptobIaD at die bi&berJavel II rcmovina the COlt

at a low velocity withoutinjuriDl die boule. This modoof pmbIomidcoti~ is described
bcrc II side effectsand additionaldift'k:ubiea,and IIUIIIIDIriac4below:

Side t{/feclStWl addJtioNJlproblcRu: involvcaidcatifyiDJIIOwproblemawhicha ao1utionto a

previous problem miJbt give rile to, u a side cffoc:t;tbia couJd a1aoinvolvc idcntifyina
additional problems, initially not pan of the original problem, which the aolua aolVClII .
aidecft'ect
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The other two modes of problem identification considered here are (i) analogous

problems, and (ii) finding mistaus in the previously carried out problem identi{iCation

activities. The {ust one involves considering (part of) the problems associated with a

previouslyknown(similar)desian for the presentdesian: the other ones is self-evident

It is worth mentioning, as a separate note, that simulation plays an essential role in the

detection of moSt of the problem-types discussed above, as do the assumptions made about the

constituents of the scenarios under consideration. It is the correctness of the simulation as well

as that of the assumptions which contribute to the reliability of the problem identification

process.

DISCUSSION

As can be seen from the above, most of the above problem-types depend on the assumption of

a solution. More importantly,

. Requirements depend on solutions, solutions depend on requirements.

. Assumptions are to be made; their C()[I'CCtness couJd be checked only at later stages.. Simulations are to be perfonned, their correctness could be checked only at later stages.

TherefOIe, all these lead to inevitable loops, and problem identifiCation is inherently

hard. Supports are thus required. What would their goals be? The single top level goal is that

the problems identified shouJd improve the likeliness that the talks represent the need. Asldna

right questions as soon as possible is important. But what are those? Desian research could

provide some, while others have to be found iterati~ely. In the first case, suide1ines regardinl

standard mechanisms [Ahschuller, 1984J of problem identification should be useful To

support the identification of iterative ones, a framework which couJd allow explicit coonectioll

between high and low level requirements, render awareness of assumptions (action, situations,

processes), and allow systematic documentation of all these, should be useful as an

intermediate step: a long term possibility would be to develop an intelligent support which

could help extensively with the simulation task. There are three kinds of possible support that

have been identified here. One imm...diate possibility is to develop or compile guidelines for

clarification of the task and for asking right questions. Possible sources of such informatioo

can be found in systematic design literature [see Pahl & Beitz, 1984, for a good compilation];

one specific source is Aguirre-Esponda's compilation work 00 design guidelines [Aguirre-

Esponda, 1992J. Another, longer-tcnn, possibility is to develop a framework for systematic

identification and connecting together of requirements. It is still largely unexplored. The other

lOBI-term possibility is the development of intelligent support systems which sbouJd not only

do the book keeping, but also provide simulation and diagnostic supports so that some of tho

processes of problem-identification discussed in the previous section could be done more
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reliably. Work in progress in qualitative reasoning, in AI and design, especially process

orientedrepresentations[Forbus, 1984]could be usedin thisdirection.

The immediate future e"tension of the work repO1'tCdin this paper would be an

extensivevalidation of the proposed modes of problem identifICationusing real-lifeprotOCOl

data,whichhas alreadybeen initiated.
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